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Libraries store the energy that fuels the
imagination. They open up windows to the world
and inspire us to explore and achieve, and
contribute to improving our quality 6>slife.
Libraries change lives for the better
Librarians are 'ordainers of the
universe'
"A history of reading"
- Alberto Manguel
Callimachus ofCyrene
One of the most distinguished poets of Alexandria. More
than 800 literary works are attributed to him both poetry
and prose. His "Pinakes" (the catalogue of the ancient
library of Alexandria) was the first bibliographic
catalogue in history
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Alfce-tt adventures in Wonderland
"Whatfctheuseofabook...
without pictures and conversation?'
Information
Landscapes
:*How will these landscapes support users and




*>The Information Landscape of the future will weave
together electronic services and existing services in
ways that join USERS to the materials and tools that
they need, when they need them.
Information
Landscapes
Current information and learning systems exist




M-low will library services combine physical
places and digital information spaces; the,print
and the electronic; learning and informatiq
8
^-Heterogeneous, and grow in volume and variety,
x
with different access characteristics; diverse data
schema and exchange formats
:*Autonomously managed
Mndividually controlled.
Information providers wish to protect the
value of their resources
>Different aggregations of functions
10














































































































Metadata packets tn five stages of research by layers in the reference model
for business-acceptable communications
Metadata packets in five stages of research by
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User makes information request
Library determines
§ What privileges does this user possess?
§ What conditions does this information request carry with it?
§ What do we know about the user (e.g. level)?
t
Library maps this request onto its landscape (and may extend the landscape in respect of this
particular query) (*}}
4
Library determines which sources it might offer and determines the conditions they carry (e.g. price)
Library determines who will pay this price (library or user)
1
If Library: are we willing to pay for this user on this occasion (if no go back two places)
I
If user, library determines if user will pay. tf not, go back three places.
i
If user Is to pay, library carries out debit
User supplied with information
Library views information universe and determines suitability of each source for its clientele
Library makes decision on which standard oroducts to offer and thus creates a 'landscape'3
Library negotiates "deals' with selected information suppliers
Library sets up infrastructure to enable selected information products to be acquired or accessed
1
Library sets up infrastructure to enable information products to be used




Provide a common point of the access to a range of
repositories and distributed resources
LIDDAS (Local Intel-lending & Document
Delivery Administration System)
•> Australian project
<• Broker access to databases
<* Search & location of desired items
* Request & delivery of items









Some: Evaluation of Academic Lbrary Web SKes In Malaysia




















































Collaboration (Mails, Forum, VoIP)
loo!
